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About This Game

A girl crashed into a dark forest not knowing where to go, curiosity drives her to open a Pandora’s box that was never meant to
be opened.

Evie is a short first-person horror narrative that unfolds a mind-boggling event, set in the middle of an eerie forest that was left
undiscovered for good reasons. The story starts off by reading diaries left in an abandoned house by a lady named Evie. As a

player, you will quickly realize that great tragedies hit her life and uncontrollably fell into a downward spiral of despair.

This game was a 3 months project made by Yasuka Taira (me) and Kensuke Hayashi (HS student and a student of mine.)
Kensuke helped me write the story (diaries and documents.)

I did all the visuals and designing.
Shoutout to everyone who's helped us :D

Due to my work and Kensuke's school, we were only working on it for 3 hours a day. Some days we just wanted to take a rest :P
Unfortunately, we didn't have a programmer so the game might not be perfect, but we believe we did our best to make it

happen.

Hope you enjoy it :D

DISCLAIMERS:
This game might contain disturbing scenes. The characters do not reflect person's life.
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Title: Evie
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Chilla's Art
Publisher:
Chilla's Art
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 (or AMD equivalent)

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 750ti (or AMD equivalent)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes: SSD highly recommended

English,Japanese
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Very short semi-game (definitely demo length)...

But - it's fun, immersive and can be played over and over - and an awesome way to demo my HTC Vive to friends - so no
regrets & actually comes recommended...

. Basically the gameplay of Choice of Magics can be summed up in 4 simple steps:

01 Situation X arises;
02 Choose between magics A, B, and C for dealing with said situation;
03 Situation dealt with; mastery of magic A\/B\/C increases!
04 GOTO 01

What about roleplay? Sorry I haven't seen any. Such a grave disappointment considering that this came from the same guy
behind Choice of Robots. Go play that one instead if you haven't done so already.. bad as hell do not get
. Gameplayin this is pretty fun.

Storyline is okay if a little WTF!! at the end.

Main hero is so godamn annoying though.

In all I'd reccomend-just skip the storyboard bits. Great game in the in Sinclair ZX Spectrum style. Lot's of references that only
those who were there back in the day will get. My only complaint is that I wish I could reduce the volume of the sound effects
so I could hear the music.. not cheatchers it very nice. My kids love this game, and it's actually good for a bit of stress relief. I
really like knocking these penguins around with the hammer on the tarmac!

For a buck, it'll give you at least an hour of fun; but I recommend this game for kids ~5 to ~15. My 3 year old has trouble with
the concept, she keeps hitting the penguins down instead of over lol.
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Only for cards !@!!. Got this as a couch multiplayer game, but nobody wanted to play longer than a few minutes. Really not
compelling; somehow stressful while at the same time boring. Can't recommend this when there's plenty of good multiplayer
shooters out there.. Shows possibly outdated drivers, but you should still download them manually from manufacturers sites. A
very simple FPS game that is actuelly pretty good! How ever I do wish you could aim in the game. Other than that I like it.

Keep up the good work Dev!. I can be shallow sometimes. Luxor Evolved first got my attention with its unusual retro vector
look, imitating arcade classics like Asteroids, Tempest, and Black Widow. Earlier Luxor games had an offputting sort of Egypt
kitsch, but Evolved nicely ties the scarabs and pyramids into stylish, colorful vectors.

It's not entirely skin deep, either. Evolved still follows the basic Luxor design, with the player shooting colored marbles from the
bottom of the screen at a train of marbles twisting across the screen, trying to match them three or more at a time before they
can reach their destination. But the tempo of play is dramatically faster than other games in the genre, power-ups have more
dramatic effects, and visual effects are exaggerated, all helping to create a genuine feel of arcade mayhem.

The bosses have a clever design that creates tension by forcing the player to manage matches in several places at once. Secret
levels are cute homages to arcade games from the early 80s. It even encourages a one-credit clear by disabling high scores if you
choose to continue after losing your last life.

Luxor Evolved is certainly a casual matching game in genre, but it's got enough arcade trappings that it might grab you where
similar games failed. Check it out.. Better than Remastered !

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xtxAj5Sr36Q. There is some minimal music generation using this game, but mainly, you
are playing a tetris-like game combined with color matching.

The later levels get very difficult very fast.

I wish it had a sandbox mode we could compose music in.. Definitely not a great game. Fun though, but not necassarily for the
right reasons. The concept is fine, it just feels like a mess upon playing. This game over all is a trainwreck, but I bought it for 84
cents, expecting it to be bad. So it's exactly what I wanted.. Well done game.
It's a shame that story 3 is cancelled.. Really good dlc! Always fun to fish after bass with ultralight rod! Its also worth the money
^^
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